POGLAVJE 1


2. On the ceremony held December 1st 2002 in Winnipeg, Manitoba, soldiers of the 2nd battalion Princess Patricia’s Canadian Light Infantry (2PPCLI) have from the Governor General and the commander in Chief the Right honorable Adrienne Clarkson received Unit Commendation for their bravery shown at the Medak Pocket battle.

3. “Nation Post” July 4th 2002 – Chris Wattie “Heroism in Croatia” 1993 Canadian peacekeepers made history fighting Croatian army at the fiercest battles Canadians have engaged in since the Korean War.

4. Croatian weekly “Nacional” December 10th 2002, photocopy of the Croatian Ministry of Defense official press release issued and signed on December 6th 2002 by commissioner Dušan Viro “…we state that the members of Croatian military were not engaged in an armed combat with the Canadian battalion within UNPROFOR. Therefore there could not have been any casualties on either side.

5. Divoselo, (Lički) Čitluk, Počitelj – three villages under the Velebit mountains, south of Gospić, mainly Serb populated, surrounded by hamlets and smaller villages. During WW2 Divoselo was a known rebel place – it was the birthplace of many JNA generals (seven), it was a political (communist) and nationalistic (radical Serb) stronghold, which politically influenced the whole Lika region.

6. Medak, mostly Serb populated, important road junction and the train station on the Gospić-Gračac-Knin line, stronghold of Četniks, headquarters of Krajina Serb army. Janko Bobetko in his book “Sve moje bitke”, page 381: “…it is Četniks stronghold which was undefeated until the end of WW2. (Partisans weren’t able to take it – author’s note)… The Četniks were able to hold to Medak all the time.”

7. Velebit Mountains – “Croatia’s Spine” – the mountain which runs along the Croatian coastline from Senj, Vrtnik Pass to Obrovac, Zrmanja Canyon. It is 145 kilometers long (aerial longitude 135 kilometers). It is a marking point to divide Mediterranean from the continental interior, mythical Croatian mountain sung about in “Vila Velebita”, forbidden during communist Yugoslavia, important strategic point, difficult to cross, National Park under protection, maritime limestone from the south and thick wood from the northern, Lika’s side. Ideal for guerilla warfare.

8. «The Virovitica-Karlovec-Karlobag line» - the amputation line which was intended to come into being by the imposed Yugoslav king Alexander after the assassination of Croatian national tribune Stjepan Radić in 1928. The remains of this amputated Croatia “would be seen from the Zagreb Cathedral’s tower”. That line is also mentioned in Četniks’ plans during WW2 (Moljević, Draža Mihajlović), the line mentioned by Serb radical politicians (Šešelj) and by the JNA military strategists as the western border of “Greater Serbia”.

9. “Greater Serbia” is a project that would unite all the territories populated by Serbs and therefore realize a dream of a Serbian state whose ideator was at the begin-
ning of the 19th century the Serbian ideologist Ilija Garašanin, and whose followers were members of the terrorist organization “Crna Ruka” – Četniks, radicals, and Milošević’s socialists – advocates of Serbian medieval empire.

10. Masleničko Ždriło – narrow sea channel near Maslenica, entrance to the Novigrad’s sea, crossed by bridge on Adriatic highway near Zadar, which JNA destroyed in September 1991, and by doing so has cut the direct continental connection between Croatia’s north and south, an important strategic point.

11. “Sve moje bitke” by General Janko Bobetko, Zagreb, 1996, page 382: “…the battle for Velebit Mountains was won, that was the strategic issue. I repeat, who holds Velebit, holds half of Croatia. Who doesn’t control Velebit… there Croatia is cut in half.”


“The Medak Pocket has given to the world the first credible evidence that Serbia, though the most important, was not the only perpetrator of ethnic cleansing in the Balkans.”

13. Mark Arnold quotes Christopher Gunnes in the “Politics and Prejudices” BBC Radio program: “The thesis of a long standing ethnic strife in the Yugoslavia was kindled on purpose, so that British and other governments would find an excuse to firmly stand against Serb expansionism.” Quote taken from the S. Power book “A problem from Hell”.

14. Robert D. Kapplan “Balkan Ghosts: A journey through history”, First Vintage Departures edition, March 1994. “… (The Balkans history) is a historical quagmire into which one should enter…foreigners cannot do anything in the region so deeply immersed into ancient hatred…” (Foreword, XI/XII)


15. David Owen «The Balkan Odyssey» Zagreb 1998 «...the characteristic of fighting (in Yugoslavia) was callousness… History of the Balkans shows that it is a tradition to solve conflicts in arms…” Introduction, page 37.

The Ministry of Foreign Affairs, USA, Dick Cheney, CNN interview, Newsmaker Saturday, August 1st 1992 – “…It’s tragic but the Balkans have been a hotbed of conflicts…for centuries”.

16. New Republic, Rescue Bosnia, August 17th and 24th, 1992 – There have been too many platitudes about the responsibilities of “all factions”. This lazy language is an escape hatch through which outside powers flee their responsibilities” – quote taken from the book by S. Power “A problem from Hell”, page 276.

S. Powers “A problem from Hell” page 502. “Serbs had been the original aggressors in the wars in Slovenia, Croatia, Bosnia and Kosovo, but their local leaders had emphasized only their suffering.”

also became the title to her book, awarded by the Pulitzer Prize for 2002.  
President George Bush – August 6th 1992, briefing journalists in the White House – “...the war...a complex, convulsive conflict that grows out of age-old animosities and century old feuds” – quote taken from S. Powers book.

18. Evidence gathering in the Medak Pocket done by Canadian battalion – shows photos and videotapes, witnesses, medical reports, forensic reports, done by UNCIIPOL and pathology reports became the standard proceedings later to be used by UNPROFOR in former Yugoslavia and other war conflicts.  
David Owen “Balkanska Odiseja”, page 275 – “UN has relatively thoroughly documented the case of human rights violations in the Medak Pocket which (to Croatia) was rather harmful.”

19. Sean M. Maloney & John Llamias «Chances for peace, Canadian soldiers in the Balkans 1992 – 1995 – an oral history», Vanwell Publishing history, St. Catharine’s, Ontario, Copyright 2002 Sean M. Maloney – «Somewhere around the middle of September, there had been a lot of shelling at the Croatian town of Gospić by the Serbs, so the Croats decided that they were going to do another operation. Their assessment was that they bite away at the Krajinjas piece by piece and get away with it, incrementally... They launched an attack into this area», page 141. «Medak was a Serb area, but the Croatsians occupied it. » page 182.

20. David Owen “Balkanska Odiseja”, Zagreb 1998, Hrvatska sveučilišna naklada/Hrvatski institut za povijest – “Everything happened right under UNCIIPOL noses – that as their role considered, so we were told, to passively observe and report on local police and leadership activities and to have good relations with all the population... It was impossible to imagine how UN could be anything else but a laughing stock in Croatia, someone nobody liked or appreciated... UN wasn’t capable to return refugees to their homes until all of the Serbian paramilitaries were disarmed, and UN lacked the decisiveness or strength to achieve that by force. A stale-mate position continued.” Translated from Croatian, page 108.

21. Dayton tri-party peace accord on Bosnia and Herzegovina reached on November 22nd 1995 and signed in Paris on December 14th 1995 – “The general frame-agreement on Bosnia and Herzegovina”

22. Kosovo – “a cradle of Serbian state” – annexed to Kingdom of Serbia in 1913 after the Second Balkans War, majority (90 percent) Albanian population that never recognized occupational forces. Albanians have been subjected to harsh repression during the monarchist and communist regimes in former Yugoslavia. After 1945 clashes in 1981 and 1989, and 1997 till 1999. After Yugoslav army withdrew under international protectorate. Serbia still considers Kosovo to be the constitutive part of Serbia and Montenegro; Albanians reject any liaison and want their independent Kosovo.

23. NATO started air strikes on the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia on March 24th 1999. On June 3rd 1999 Milošević “capitulated”. On June 9th 1999 an agreement on withdrawal from Kosovo was signed by the Yugoslav army. From that date on, international military forces (IFOR) are overseeing peace and security in that region.

24. Elections held in Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, October 2000 – democratic forces have won, downfall of Slobodan Milošević followed in November 2002 he was arrested and consequently deported to the Hague
25. Vjesnik, June 4th 2003 – HINA – report from the Hague and quote of the protected witness C-47 – “…our army (Serbian) was the aggressor on Croatian territory, it killed, destroyed, occupied villages and cities, has ethnically cleansed those areas…”

26. “The American agency CIA – its deputy director for intelligence John Gannon – has on August 8th 1995 reported that 90 percent of all war crimes during three and a half years long war (Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia) were committed by Serb paramilitary and military forces.” Source: R. Holbrook “To end a war”, Random House 1998, New York.


28. Quotation, according to “Globus”, Goran Malić’s, August 8th 2003. – “From the documents I was able to see (P. Shrader) several units of Bosnian army were stationed in Ahmići… from Ahmići one could control and overrun central communications posts in Lašva Valley, which was vital for the Croatian enclave there, therefore Croatian defense council had to defend that post at any cost… unfortunately the price was a greater number of killed people… After the military victory, the revenge killing of civilians and prisoners followed. That phenomenon is not unknown – it happened to American soldiers in Vietnam in My Lai… I do not condone that mishap… But I understand why. Blaškić couldn’t sanction that unit… because he would lose the army… and consequently he would lose the war.”

29. The Hague indictment of general Rahim Ademi on July 26th 2001, case number IT-112-46-1


31. Colonel Richard Herrick, American military attaché in Croatia from 1993 to 1997, specialist for the JNA and Yugoslav affairs, stationed in Yugoslavia in the 1980s, he prepared the military analysis of the Yugoslav military power, unbiased witness, professional and independent observer of all the major military operations in former Yugoslavia.

32. Minutes of conversation of staff general Janko Bobetko, held with American military attaché Richard Herrick on September 28th 1993 in the Croatian army HQ.

33. Vukovar – the far eastern city on the banks of the river Danube, the theater of fierce three-months long battle and heroic Croatian defense – the place that underwent the greatest destruction in Europe since the end of WW2, the place where, after the Serbian occupation, war crimes on a large scale were committed. The symbol of Croatian defense and martyrdom

34. See “Smrt oklopne brigade” by D. Marijan, “Sjećanje ratnika” by M. Špegelj, “Sve moje bite” by J. Bobetko, Kadijević, Jović, Sekulić, admiral Domazet’s “Hrvatska i veliko ratište”…

35. Dubrovnik – the Croatian Athens, situated at the very south of Croatia, fiercely attacked by JNA, Montenegro’s reservists, Serbian volunteers; a particularly vicious attack happened on December 6th 1991, which has drawn world’s attention on Serbia and Montenegro’s aggression on Croatia, marked the breaking point in perception of conflicts in former Yugoslavia and made the world public opinion change as far as war in Croatia is concerned.

36. The Old bridge in the city of Mostar, synonymous to be the link between the east
and west, Islam and Christianity, destroyed on November 11th 1993 under unclar-
ified data had been paid to destroy the bridge for three TV crews who were filming
it to have a breaking news story. The crew of the tank was identified, they were
indicted, the trial has started but it has never finished.
37. Ahmići and Stupni dol in Central Bosnia – places where Croats and the army of
Bosnia and Herzegovina clashed in the spring of 1993, where Croats committed
the alleged war crimes. The unclear role the army of Bosnia and Herzegovina
played in the ranks of the army were armed civilians and soldiers. In his book “The
Muslim-Croat war in Central Bosnia 1992 – 1994” that question was addressed by
Paul Shrader: “A student of the military history should at first glance notice the eerie
similarity of the position held by Croats on the floor of Lažva Valley with the fortified
French camp in Dien Bien Phu in 1954… the greatest similarity being in equal, tacti-
ically unfavorable position in which about 8,000 Croatian fighters at the valleys
floor were surrounded with multiple numbers of Muslim forces on the surrounding
hills… As was the case, Croats were defending their homes and families but the
French weren’t. One can hardly blame Croats for wanting to avoid similar fate
(French in Dien Bien Phu) and for the decisive action in order to secure the hills sur-
rrounding the Lažva valley from the Muslim forces.” P. Shrader in chapter
“Operational Milieu”.
38. “Bljesak” (The Blitz) – May 1st and 2nd 1995; Croatian military and police action
to liberate western Slavonija.
39. “Oluja” (The Storm) – August 4th – 8th, Croatian army and police operation
undertaken to liberate occupied territories of the Republic of Croatia (except east-
ern Slavonija which was peacefully reintegrated in 1998).
40. “Croatian aggression on Bosnia and Herzegovina” Jean Cot “Posljednji bALKANS-
ski rat”, Zagreb 1997, Hrvatska sveučilišna naklada/Hrvatski institut za povijest
“…it will also be said how Croats have reached the same result (ethnic cleansing)
by using similar if not the same methods in Herzegovina and Central Bosnia during
the war with Muslims in 1993” translated from Croatian, page 149.
David Owen “Balkanska Odiseja”, Zagreb 1998 “…Tuđman shouldn’t be allowed to
avoid the responsibility for spurring the idea of Herceg-Bosna. Mostar was an
ugly episode of ethnic cleansing…” translated from Croatian, page 225.
41. SAS – Special Air Service – according to the witnessing of Canadian soldiers in
the book “Tested Mettle”, page 163, one SAS team was with them in the bunker
during the Medak Pocket operation. During wars in former Yugoslavia there was a
notable presence of all main intelligence and security world services. Croatia at that
time was the center of a vivid intelligence activity.
42 Humanitarian organizations from Red Cross to UNHCR, Red Crescent, El
Haramain, Muwafaq… Islamic humanitarian organizations that channeled the
Mujahedin into Bosnia and Herzegovina, later in Kosovo and Macedonia also.
43. “foreign mercenaries, the dogs of war” – one UN Security Council report was
dedicated to the role of mercenaries participating on all sides in the former
Yugoslavia conflict.
44. Samantha Power “A problem from Hell” – “The United States and its European
allies are continuing to pay for their earlier neglect of the Balkans by having to grapple
with mounting violence that threatens the stability of southeastern Europe”, page
Brendan Simms “Unfinest hour: Britain and the Destruction of Bosnia” – Allen Lane, The Penguin Press, London 2001 – David Owen in the USA to two senators answering to their criticism of Owen’s peace strategy “You do not have troops on that territory. I speak in the name of the country (Great Britain) that has troops on the ground” according to the Bosnian/Serbian/Croatian issue, The Bosnian Institute, London, 2003, page 119.

45. On January 2nd 1992 in Sarajevo a Ceasefire Plan was signed, which was implemented the next day, January 3rd 1992. UN Security Council resolution 727, dated January 8th 1992 “…welcomes the signing of the treaty to implement the Sarajevo signed agreement on the modalities how to unconditionally reach the ceasefire, agreed upon on December 23rd 1991”

46. On February 21st 1992, 743 UN Security Council resolution on establishing the UNPROFOR for Croatia with one-year mandate.

47. April 7th 1992 – 749 resolution about troops deployment to start in middle of May. UNPROFOR takes responsibility in Sector East and after it in the remaining three sectors; that is on the occupied Croatian territories.

48. On March 3rd 1992 Bosnia and Herzegovina government proclaimed their country’s independence. On April 7th USA recognized the new Bosnia and Herzegovina republic, which on May 22nd 1992 together with Slovenia and Croatia became a member of UN. On April 5th 1992 the Sarajevo siege began, marking the start of the war in Bosnia and Herzegovina.

49. UN mandate enlargement to include Bosnia and Herzegovina. 752 Resolution on May 15th 1992.

50. 753 resolution on May 18th 1992. UN Security Council recommended Croatia should become the UN member. On May 22nd, the Republic of Croatia becomes a full member of the UN.

51. According to the official UN reports during the UNPROFOR mandate in Croatia, the so-called “Republika Srpska Krajina’s” artillery fire on civilian objects caused the death of about 600 Croatian civilians and the destruction of 210,000 houses outside the UNPA zones. The high commissioner for human rights report (UNHCR) session on November 11th 1993 E/CN.4/1994./47.

52. The UN implementation mandate – to re-integrate occupied Croatian territories. 762 resolution on June 30th 1992 – “Pink Zones” as temporary solution until the Croatian government full control over these areas should be achieved. 780 resolution on October 6th 1992 – “Import-Export and transit on the Republic of Croatia territory under UN protection (UNPA zones) can be done only with the Croatian government’s permission… except humanitarian and medical aid…”

53. The agreement on cooperation between Republika Srpska Krajina and Republika Srpska was reached on May 20th 1993 and the referendum about the annexation of RSK to RS was held on forming of an unified Serbian state west of Drina. The reference date was June 20th 1993. The question “Are you for the sovereignty of RSK, unification with RS and at a later date with the rest of the Serbian territories?” was answered with “Yes” by 98.6 percent of vote. Before that Serbian generals from Bosnia and Herzegovina and from Croatian occupied territories had signed an agreement on military cooperation in the case of an attack on any part of the “Western Serbia”. “The unified defense of the Bosanska Posavina corridor and
Republika Srpska’s army’s engagement in North Dalmatia and Lika defenses in the 1993 is the most valuable part of Serbian military krajina and Republika Srpska army’s relations” (translated from Serbian, M. Sekulić “Knin je pao u Beogradu”, Nidda verlag 2000, page 167.

54. 802 resolution on January 25th 1993 condemned the Croatian attack on Srpska Krajina – Maslenica operation

55. June 21st 1992 Miljevac plateau was liberated, so that Dalmatian cities (Šibenik, Skrad, Vodice, Biograd) would be spared from Serbian artillery attacks

56. On January 22nd 1993 the Maslenica operation enabled Croats to build a pontoon and later build the new Maslenica Bridge, the original being destroyed by Serbs in 1991 – the operation meant the end of Dalmatia’s transport and communication isolation

57. January 27th 1993 – liberation of Peruča dam, into which Serbian rebels planted explosives in order to cause downstream massive flooding – several dozen thousand civilian lives were endangered, and though the explosive was not activated, the swift Croatian army’s action defused the great ecological catastrophe.

58. 807 resolution on February 19th 1993 by which UN expresses its decisiveness to ensure UNPROFOR’s security.

59. UN’s confidence in Croatian cooperativity – 908 resolution on March 31st 1994 in which UN Security Council “assures and confirms UNSC support of the Republic of Croatia territorial integrity and sovereignty… Peace processes are plausible” (in three instances Republic of Croatia is commended for its efforts)

60. Limited military and police operations which rebel Serbs called “mice bites” considering them a sign of Croatian army’s weakness, as it was not able to engage in the battle with the Serbian army – army of rebel Serbs in the Republic of Croatia could of course count on the “brotherly help” from Republika Srpska and Serbia/Montenegro

61. 762 resolution on July 30th 1992 which establishes “Pink Zones”, Serb occupied zones bordering UNPA zones, undisputed parts of Croatia that should be brought under Republic of Croatia’s jurisdiction as soon as possible

62. “Real threat strategy” or “the strategy of revenge” which was presented in Belgrade in August 1993 by lieutenant general Radovan Radinović, ex JNA military theoretician, head of the strategic studies and defense politics, department of the Federative Republic Yugoslavia Ministry of Defense – the strategy of military response using heavy artillery and rockets on civilian targets in Croatia. That strategy was devised as a final response to Croatia which was in the strategically impossible situation and therefore “doomed as a state to die after a prolonged agony” – R. Radinović quoted from his strategic situation analysis

63. The unification of “RSK” and “RS” armies up to 1995 the combined forces and direct intervention of “RSK” forces in “RS” during Bosanska Posavina battle in 1992, and battles waged around the town of Bihać in 1994/1995; the “RS” military have fought in Croatia – Lika, North Dalmatia and Western Slavonia.

64. 891 resolution on October 4th 1993 – three subordinated commands of UNPROFOR were established: HQ for Croatia, HQ for Bosnia and Herzegovina and HQ for Macedonia. The mandate for UNPROFOR was thus finally devised on three sovereign states

65. Erdut agreement – June 15th/16th 1993
66. UN document S/2633 – annex to the Erdut agreement on June 15th 1993, about Republic of Croatia’s military and police withdrawal from the territory liberated in Maslenica operation to be completed to July 31st 1993 the latest, when UN would take control
68. President Tudman’s peace plan proposed to the UN general assembly on September 28th 1993
69. International Conference for Former Yugoslavia – first presiding Cyrus Vance, later David Owen and together with him Thorvald Stoltenberg, special UNSC General Secretary’s envoy. The conference was found on August 26th/27th. Vance was the representative of the UN Secretary General. Later his role was taken by Thorvald Stoltenberg. David Owen was the EU Presidency representative. In Geneva ICFY should decide the framework for achieving an agreement in the spirit of the UN and EU political initiatives. 31 countries in its governing board.
70. David Owen “Balkanska Odiseja” Hrvatska sveučilišna naklada, Hrvatski institut za povijest, Zagreb, 1998, page 78. “Unfortunately UNPROFOR could never really undermine the power and the influence of the Serb paramilitary forces... Croatian refugees and people expelled never stood a chance to return to their homes which they have left during and after 1991 fighting... It was a clear Vance Plan violation, too long tolerated by UN and which was one of the factors that made President Tudman threaten to end the UN mandate...” (Translated from Croatian)
71. Brendan Simms “Unfinest Hour”, page 20, Bosnian/Serbian/Croatian edition “...UN sometimes felt that if they were to continue their mandate they had no choice but to adjust to the Serb prevailing force. Such was the case in Sector North, in Krajina (Croatia) held by Serbs, where UN soldiers soon started mingling with Serbs who on their hand despised them.” That is an old problem, said the UN official in Zagreb in December 1994. “...In Sector North Serbs are maltreating our people and these have fallen in love with them. They became aborigines” Ibid, page 114. “And really, when people in the Sandhurst Royal military Academy talked about not knowing the British officer that hasn’t sympathized Serbs, that was only a slight overstatement” Mark Almond, BBC Radio “The politics and the prejudices” – quoted in Vjesnik 1992 by Jasna Zanić Nardini – “...Great Britain and France especially had sentimental relations with Serbia... Serbs were perceived as natural allies.”
72. Ibid, page 244, Sunday Telegraph, Con Coughlin, July 1993 “Many a western government, especially the new American President, have preconceptions that Serbs are primordial villains, while in reality Croats are an equally guilty party” Ibid, page 20 – “MI6 anti-Muslim meddling was their constant game... they do it all the time”
73. 727 resolution on January 8th 1992
74. 743 resolution on February 21st 1992
75. 749 resolution on May 18th 1992
76. 762 resolution on June 30th 1992
77. The “Pink Zones” concept was ideated as a solution to occupied parts of Croatian territory that didn’t make UNPA zones. They were undisputed parts of Croatian territory and had to be returned under Croatian jurisdiction as soon as possible – all Croatian military and police actions, Miljević, Maslenica, Peruća, the Medak Pocket, were in those “Pink Zones” theatres, areas OUTSIDE UNPA ZONES, there-
fore actions that were legitimate and justified
78. 769 resolution on August 7th 1992
79. 779 resolution on October 6th 1992
81. Ibid, page 107
82. 802 resolution on January 25th 1993
83. 743 resolution on February 10th 1993
84. Ibid, page 107
85. Ibid, page 108
86. 807 resolution, March 19th 1993
87. Coordinators – co-presiding David Owen and Thorvald Stoltenberg
89. Ibid., page 173
90. 827 resolution, May 27th 1993
91. 847 resolution on June 30th 1993
92. The area of operation of the future Medak pocket military/police action
94. Canadian Battalion 1 final report on Medak Pocket operations
95. M. Sekulić “Knin je pao u Beogradu”, Nidda Verlag 2000, page 69, translated from Serbian. “The readiness of volunteers to fight in North Dalmatia was visible... apart from it the unit from other corps were brought to North Dalmatia. So the number of Dalmatian corps soldiers has risen sharply to 27.984 men and officers... On January 25th, to that commanding area (Velika Bobija – Mala Bobija – Visoka Glava – Marune) Željko Ražnjatović Arkan and his men arrived. To the Benkovac theatre of operations, apart from Arkan’s men, 600 fighters from Lapac brigade also arrived (page 62).
96. “The vertical maneuver” in Maslenica action – the reinforcement troops, the 1st Division of the 3rd Slavonija Brigade was transported to the battlefield near Novigrad and Kašić by helicopters – the Serb counter attack was repelled and that marked the turning point in Croatian victory in that battle.
97. General Janko Bobetko’s interview to the “Večernji list” on January 29th 1994 – “Revealing the secrets when in a war an attack would start is punishable by death, and I did quite the opposite. Because of the situation we were in, I ordered the commander of UNPROFOR’s French Battalion to be informed when we were going to attack Četnik forces, and that they had an hour to leave. The French didn’t listen to me and didn’t withdraw... The French Battalion was deterring the Serbs to arm themselves with heavy weaponry, which was under a “double key”. The Serbs broke into ammunition depots and stole it.
M. Sekulić "Knin je pao u Beogradu", Nidda Verlag 2000 – “Unfortunately, that same UNPROFOR members have behaved like cowards and saboteurs during the Croatian army’s vicious acts in Maslenica and Ravni Kotari areas, taking care only about the security of their own men, and not executing those duties assigned to them in Dalmatia... UNPROFOR soldiers have rushed to the Serbian defense lines in order to paralyze them. In such a way they helped the Croatian side beyond any doubt” – page 65, translated from Serbian.
98. Liaison Office with the UN report on August 4th 1993, Karlovac – “…Two months
ago the major part of Krajina Serb army has returned from Bosnia. They were sent to Benkovac, Obrovac... every day a new obituary would appear... the major part of Serbs from Topusko do not want to take arms. In Topusko and Glina prisons 40 – 50 Serbs are incarcerated. The Red Cross and UNHCR help is used to feed the army and the police. Croatian villages are destroyed and burned, cemeteries desecrated..."

99. M. Sekulić (translated from Serbian) “Knin je pao u Beogradu”, Nidaa Verlag 2000 – “At that time Croatia wasn’t military able to defeat RSK Serbs... (Our duty was)...to establish and train the RSK army which would be able to wage war without any help and to oppose Croats successfully” (page 43) “…The deceit and falsehood continues, that of RSK defense being an co-effort of army of Krajina and Yugoslav army” (page 46).


101. Goran Hadžić, Eastern Slavonia Serb politician, leaning on Slobodan Milošević’s politics.

102. After their own decision to negotiate the Western Slavonia status with Zagreb, Serb politicians Džakula and Zelenika were apprehended (caught) and imprisoned in Glina prison.

103. Erdut agreement on June 15th/16th 1993 – the Croatian army was to withdraw from the areas liberated in Maslenica action, for them to be controlled by UNPROFOR.

104. M. Sekulić “Knin je pao u Beogradu”, page 74 “The number of requests to leave the brigade (Drniš Brigade, author’s note) is rising. They asked to be assigned civilian duties. The number of requests for sick leave have increased. 250 men in uniform took such a leave. Soldiers are leaving their units without authorization. 15 percent of soldiers of a brigade have run away... The fighters find it to rot in trenches and mud shelters to be unacceptable, while at the same time those fighters that have left the battlefield by their own will are seen in the streets of Knin, engaging in contraband. (translated from Serbian)

105. “Captain Dragan” – Sneden Daniel, an ex member of Australian army, born in Belgrade as Dragan Vasiljković, an emigrant with Australian citizenship, who in “Alfa” center in Bruška near Benkovac trained the so-called “Kninđa’s”; connected to the very top of FR Yugoslavia security services (Jovica Stanišić) and to Milošević himself.

106. The “Knindže” – “Captain Dragan” special forces, that combining the name “ninja” and “Knin” coined themselves a popular nickname. The RSK volunteers smaller number of them came from FR Yugoslavia territory, specialized in reconnaissance and combat – considered to be an elite unit.

107. JNA war-plans “S1” and “S2” source D. Domazet “Hrvatska i veliko ratište”, Udruga S. Jura, Zagreb, 2002

108. Counterintelligence JNA service – KOS, the military counterintelligence service formed of the remnants of WW2 KNOJ, a military service to fight and identify foreign spies and internal enemies.

109. Cities in Lika where Medak operation was conducted (see map).

110. JNA has educated its officers in Great Britain, the military experts took courses on the College for special (psychological) warfare in England – such was general Vuk
Obradović – that applied the studied knowledge in Croatia, Bosnia and Herzegovina and Kosovo wars – disinformation, indoctrination, artillery and air force attack threats, crimes, physical and psychological torture.

111. Lt. General Marijan Cad, the commander in chief of the 13th Rijeka corps, and the commanding officer of the area “covered” by the corps – in negotiations with the Croat side agreed on a peaceful retreat of his JNA troops from Rijeka. The corps was transported to the Boka Kotorska port in Montenegro by ships.

112. Major-General Trajčê Krstevski, taken custody in Gospić’s Kanjiža barracks, later released with his party; his vehicle and arms commandeered by the Croatian national guard union.

113. Mite Kosović’s interview, given to Robert Bajruši, “Nacional” on July 17th 2001 “...when talking about destructions we often forget that in 1991 at one occasion we tried to overtake Divoselo, but because of the peace talks we had to withdraw. But then also a couple of houses were destroyed, meaning that the major part of the village was already destroyed when the Medak Pocket action began.”

114. Đorde Bažović – Gîška, a criminal linked to Yugoslav secret services fight against “emigrant extremists”. The Serb paramilitary unit “Beli orlovi” leader, an armed Serb radical party’s wing, operated in Lika but also in the rest of Croatia (Slavonia, especially Vukovar), committed a number of war crimes, like the one in Vočin.
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